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Abstract—Continued great efforts have been dedicated towards
high-quality trajectory generation based on optimization meth-
ods, however, most of them do not suitably and effectively con-
sider the situation with moving obstacles; and more particularly,
the future position of these moving obstacles in the presence of
uncertainty within some possible prescribed prediction horizon.
To cater to this rather major shortcoming, this work shows
how a variational Bayesian Gaussian mixture model (vBGMM)
framework can be employed to predict the future trajectory of
moving obstacles; and then with this methodology, a trajectory
generation framework is proposed which will efficiently and ef-
fectively address trajectory generation in the presence of moving
obstacles, and also incorporating presence of uncertainty within
a prediction horizon. In this work, the full predictive conditional
probability density function (PDF) with mean and covariance
is obtained, and thus a future trajectory with uncertainty is
formulated as a collision region represented by a confidence
ellipsoid. To avoid the collision region, chance constraints are
imposed to restrict the collision probability, and subsequently
a nonlinear MPC problem is constructed with these chance
constraints. It is shown that the proposed approach is able to
predict the future position of the moving obstacles effectively; and
thus based on the environmental information of the probabilistic
prediction, it is also shown that the timing of collision avoidance
can be earlier than the method without prediction. The tracking
error and distance to obstacles of the trajectory with prediction
are smaller compared with the method without prediction.
Index Terms—Variational inference, Gaussian mixture model,
trajectory prediction, chance constraint, model predictive control.
I. INTRODUCTION
TRAJECTORY generation is certainly one of the criticalcomponent technologies for autonomous robots [1], [2];
and it involves not only a path planning problem to find a
sequence of valid configurations that moves a mobile robot, but
also refers to the larger problem regarding how to move along
the path in various real-world practical situations. Pertinent
to addressing these mathematical formulations involving such
substantial and possibly difficult equality and inequality con-
straints, it is noteworthy that model predictive control (MPC)
is an effective technique in addressing various constraints
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as part of the control synthesis problem [3]–[7]. However,
various drawbacks exist, such as requiring the more restrictive
assumption that the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) moves on
a 2D surface instead of a 3D environment [4], and lack of
consideration of certain environmental factors (obstacles and
their motion) [5]. Overall too, the prediction of surrounding
moving obstacles is a rather challenging problem due to a large
number of factors that influence the future states of robots.
In the existing literature, various approaches are applied
in a typical trajectory prediction task, such as Bayesian
network [8], hidden Markov models (HMMs) [9], Monte
Carlo simulation [10], Kalman filters [11], long-short temporal
memory (LSTM) [12], [13], generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [14]–[16], etc. While all these efforts indicate great
possibilities and promise, yet at present stages of develop-
ment, various drawbacks exist; such as certain methodologies
requiring rather prohibitively high computational resources
(memory-bandwidth computation) to train these networks suit-
ably fast, and also difficulties with the gap between parameter
space and function space. Some recent research works, on
the other hand, reveal the rather significant improvements
and advantages with the incorporation and use of a Bayesian
network approach [8]. Here, the probabilistic method gives
a probability distribution over the training trajectories, and
it additionally provides the conditional distribution of the
future horizon given partial history trajectory snippets [17].
This method also considers a degree of uncertainty for future
predictions.
With all of the above descriptions as a back-drop, in
this work, we develop a chance-constrained nonlinear MPC
approach to generate the suitable required collision-free tra-
jectory. We formulate the predicted distribution based on
a variational Bayesian Gaussian mixture model (vBGMM)
framework as probabilistic chance constraints for the MPC
problem; and further solve the resulting nonlinear MPC prob-
lem characterizing the collision-free trajectory generation task.
The key significant contribution of this paper is essentially
twofold: both the predicted uncertainty and potential collision
are considered during the prediction horizon in the nonlinear
MPC problem. Therefore with this new and significant devel-
opment here, our resulting solution simultaneously ensures that
firstly, the risk of a collision caused by parametric uncertainty
and sensor noise is greatly decreased; and secondly, the
required suitable collision-free trajectory can also be generated
in advance. It is noteworthy that compared to the existing
MPC-based methods without prediction of moving obstacles,
our proposed approach can significantly and effectively im-
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prove the quality of the generated trajectories.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II firstly lays out the details of the key basis of
our proposed process of trajectory prediction by using the
vBGMM framework. Section III then presents the formulation
and development of our proposed trajectory generation ap-
proach (with prediction) to efficiently and effectively address
trajectory generation in the presence of moving obstacles.
Here, uncertainty is incorporated as chance constraints, and an
appropriate nonlinear MPC problem is formulated with these
constraints. Then in Section IV, a case study on the trajectory
generation problem for a quadcopter is given. Finally, the
conclusion of this work is given in Section V.
II. PROBABILISTIC PREDICTION
The purpose of this section is to show the prediction
of the future trajectories for moving obstacles. Since this
probabilistic modelling method requires a probability density
function (PDF), we can infer the approximated PDF based
on the training data. In this section, a joint distribution of
history and future data in the training trajectories will be
inferred based on vBGMM. Then, the conditional PDF of the
future trajectory of test data can be obtained by computing the
statistical parameters.
A. Trajectory Representation
Chebyshev decomposition of trajectories is applied to rep-
resent the characteristics of trajectories. The Chebyshev poly-
nomial of a degree of n is defined as (1).
T0pxq “ 1
T1pxq “ x
T2pxq “ 2x2 ´ 1
...
Tn`1pxq “ 2xTnpxq ´ Tn´1pxq (1)
The Chebyshev polynomial Tn is orthogonal in the interval
r´1, 1s and has n zeros in this interval, which means the
error between the function we need to approximate and the
Chebyshev approximation is close to the optimal nth-degree
polynomial. To approximate any arbitrary function fpxq, the
Chebyshev coefficients an can be calculated by using (2).
an “ 2
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
fpxkqTnpxkq (2)
where xk are N zeros of TN pxq. a “
“
a0 a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aN
‰
will
be used as input feature to train and predict the probabilistic
distribution. Denote x, y, z as the standard Cartesian coordi-
nates and v, θ, φ the spherical coordinates. For appropriately
better capture of the notation for the rotation in a trajectory,
we use v, θ, φ to characterize the trajectory.
B. Variational Bayesian Inference
The probabilistic trajectory prediction can be formulated
as an estimation of the conditional distribution of predicted
positions given the history positions of the moving obstacles.
This conditional distribution is given by
Prpaf | ahq “ Prpav,f , aθ,f , aφ,f | av,h, aθ,h, aφ,hq (3)
where ah and af are the Chebyshev approximation coeffi-
cients vectors corresponding to history trajectories and future
trajectories. All of the subscripts ¨f and ¨h denote the param-
eters regarding the future and history, respectively.
First, the joint distribution Prpaf ,ahq can be modeled by
GMM which comprises a number of component Gaussian
functions to provide a multi-model density function. Some
previous researches apply some maximum likelihood solutions
or 3-σ confidence ellipses to predict the future trajectory [18]–
[20]. The Bayesian methodology, i.e., variational inference,
can be used to estimate this GMM and provide a lower
bound on the approximation error [21]. Variational Bayesian
inference has outstanding generation performance and can
conquer some shortcomings of these previous methods, such
as singularity in the covariance matrix, overfitting, sensibility
to the outliers. In this method, the whole conditional predicted
distribution can be obtained given the prior distributions of the
parameters. In the Bayesian setting, we consider a prior on the
model parameters and aim to infer their posterior distribution
as shown in (4).
Prppiq “ Dir ppi|α0q
“ C pα0q
Kź
k“1
piα0´1k (4a)
Prpµ,Λq “ ppµ|ΛqppΛq
“
Kź
k“1
N
´
µk
ˇˇ
m0, pβ0Λkq´1
¯
W pΛk|W0, ν0q
(4b)
where K is the number of mixture components, Dir means
the Dirichlet distribution, which is used as the conjugate
prior of the multinomial distribution of weights pi, where
α0 and Cpα0q are the set of the concentration parameters
and the normalization constant of the Dirichlet distribution,
respectively. The parameter α0 can be considered as the prior
number of observations connected to the components of the
mixture model. If the value of α0 is larger, the posterior
distribution is more influenced by the prior instead of the
data. N and W denote the Normal and Wishart distribution.
An independent Normal-Wishart distribution is used as the
conjugate prior distribution when both means and precision of
Gaussian mixture components µ,Λ are unknown, as shown
in (5). W0,m0 are the initial priors for precisions and means,
and β0, ν0 are the initial scaling factor and degree of freedom
of the Wishart distribution, respectively.
It seems infeasible to evaluate the posterior distribution
because the dimensionality of the latent space is too high, and
the posterior distribution is too complex to have an analytically
tractable solution. Therefore, variational Bayesian inference is
useful to obtain the approximated parameters of the posterior
distribution. Similar to [17], we also use variational Bayesian
expectation-maximization algorithm [22] to infer the posterior
distribution and obtain the approximated parameters of this
2
distribution. The predictive density distribution for a new
variable a of the given observed data is a mixture of Student’s
t-distribution [22], which can be calculated by (5).
Prpaf ,ahq “
řK
k“1 αkT paf ,ah|mk,Lk, νk ` 1´DqřK
k“1 αk
Lk “ pνk ` 1´Dqβk
1` βk Wk (5)
where D is the dimension of data, T is the Student’s t-
distribution with mean mk and precision Lk of the kth
component, αk, βk, νk are the mixing parameter, scaling factor
and degree of freedom of the kth component, respectively. The
variational lower bound can be used to determine the posterior
distribution over K components in the mixture model. A
suitable value of K can be determined by treating the mixing
coefficients pi as parameters and making point estimation by
maximizing the lower bound with respect to pi, rather than
computing the distribution by fully Bayesian rule. Hence, re-
estimation of the pi executes after updating the factorized
distribution over other parameters except for pik will lead to
sparsity given any initial value of K.
At this point, as part of our development to show the
prediction of the future trajectories for moving obstacles, it is
useful to state the following intermediate result on the density
probability of the predicted future trajectory (of the observed
history trajectory).
Lemma 1. Based on this joint distribution Prpaf ,ahq, the
density probability of predicted future trajectory of the ob-
served history trajectory can be calculated by computing the
conditional distribution Prpaf | ahq as (6).
Pr paf |ahq “
Kř
k“1
α˜kT
`
af |ah,mk,f |h,Lk,f |h, νk ` 1
˘
řK
k“1 α˜k
α˜k “ αkT pah|mk,h,Lk,h, νk ` 1´DqKř
j“1
αjT pah|mj,h,Lj,h, νk ` 1´Dq
mk,f |h “ mk,f `Σk,fhΣ´1k,hh pah ´mk,hq
L´1k,f |h “
˜
1` pah ´mk,hqT
Σ´1k,hh
νk,f |h
pah ´mk,hq
¸
´
Σk,ff ´Σk,fhΣ´1k,hhΣk,hf
¯νk ` 1´D
νk ´ 1
Σk,f |h “ νk ´ 1νk ` 1L
´1
k,f |h (6)
where the notation ¨f |h means the corresponding parameters in
the conditional distribution of future data given history data,
mk “
„
mkh
mkf

, Σk “
„
Σk,hh Σk,hf
Σk,fh Σk,ff

are the partition of
means and covarainces of this mixture student’s t-distribution.
The subscripts ¨hh, ¨hf , ¨fh, ¨ff represent the parameter with
respect to ¨ah,ah , ¨ah,af , ¨af ,ah , ¨af ,af , respectively.
Proof. Define X “
„
ah
af

, µ “
„
mh
mf

, Σ “
„
Σhh Σhf
Σfh Σff

.
According to the mixture representation, the characteristic
function of X following a multivariate students’ t-distribution
is given by
φXptq “ E
´
eit
TX
¯
“ eitTµ
››pνΣq1{2t››ν{2
2ν{2´1Γpν{2qKν{2
´›››pνΣq1{2t›››¯ (7)
where Kν{2
`››pνΣq1{2t››˘ is the Macdonald function with
order ν{2 and argument ››pνΣq1{2t››. Using (7), we can obtain
ah „ T pmh, νν´2Σhhq. Then, the conditional distribution of
af given ah is T pmf |h,Σf |h, νf |hq. Therefore, the condi-
tional distribution of mixture students’ t-distribution can be
written as (6).
Remark 1. Over-fitting is not a concern when using varia-
tional inference as it can find the optimal cluster components
K given an initial value.
The posterior joint distribution and its parameters can be
obtained after the training process, and then the conditional
distribution will be used to predict the future trajectory in
the prediction process based on the parameters calculated in
the training process. The derived conditional distribution (6)
defines a conditional PDF of the future trajectories whose
mean and covariance can be evaluated by
µ “ “µv µθ µφ‰ “ Kÿ
k“1
α˜kmk
Σ “
»–Σv,v Σv,θ Σv,φΣθ,v Σθ,θ Σθ,φ
Σφ,v Σφ,θ Σφ,φ
fifl
“
Kÿ
k“1
α˜k
´
Σk ` pmk ´mq pmk ´mqT
¯
(8)
After training, the predicted Chebyshev coefficients are dis-
tributed with ap¨q „ N pµp¨q,Σp¨q,p¨qq, where µp¨q and Σp¨q,p¨q
are corresponding mean and covariance for each variable
v, θ, φ. Thus, the mean and covariance of v, θ, φ can be
evaluated by reconstructing this Chebyshev approximation
based on the coefficients ap¨q. Then, it is followed by a
transformation function from spherical coordinate v, θ, φ to
Cartesian coordinate x, y, z.
III. NONLINEAR MPC WITH CHANCE CONSTRAINTS
This section illustrates the proposed algorithm which is to
formulate the predicted trajectory with its uncertainty as con-
straints in an MPC problem to compute the optimal solution,
in order to achieve path tracking performance and probabilistic
collision avoidance in the prediction horizon of the MPC
problem. We first represent the obstacle region as ellipsoids
to avoid collision and formulate it as chance constraints. Then
we reformulate the collision-avoidance chance constraints as
deterministic linear constraints, which will be integrated into
the MPC problem. Then, a stability analysis is provided, and
finally an optimization algorithm is presented to solve this
problem.
3
A. Obstacle Region
After probabilistic trajectory prediction, we can obtain the
means and covariances of the future trajectory, which can
be formulated as a predicted region where the host agent
needs to avoid, called obstacle region I. For ith moving
obstacle, assume its future position probabilistically lies in
the obstacle region Ii at time t which is based on the mean
µiptq “
“
µx µy µz
‰T
and covariance Σiptq P R3ˆ3 with
respect to time t. For simplicity, the variable t will be neglected
for the following description in this section. In such way, we
can assume that the future position of the ith moving obstacle
can be represented as pi,f „ N pµi,Σiq at time t.
Remark 2. Since the covariance matrix Σi is real symmetric
and positive semi-definite, the eigenvalues are real, and there
exists an orthogonal matrix Qi formed by eigenvectors of Σi,
we can carry out the spectral decomposition for the covariance
matrix Σi as
Σi “ QiΛiQTi (9)
where Λi “ diagpλjq, j “ 1, 2, 3, where λj is sorted in
descending order with λ1 ě λ2 ě λ3. Here, j means the each
dimension in the environment.
At this juncture, it is pertinent to state two key intermediate
results (on ellipsoid construction, and on approximate scaling
factor computation) that are significant essential parts in the
development which follows the nonlinear MPC with chance
constraints methodology. Thus firstly, note the following first
intermediate result on ellipsoid construction.
Lemma 2. Ellipsoid can be constructed from the transforma-
tion of a unit sphere by firstly stretching with a ratio of
?
λi
along each axis, then rotating the ellipsoid by Qi and a final
translation of distribution center mi according to the following
inverse Mahalanobis transformation.
Ii “ QiΛ
1
2
i Q
T
i u` µi (10)
where u „ N p0, I3q is in a unit sphere with normal distri-
bution in 3 dimensions. In this work, In denotes the identity
matrix with the size of nˆ n.
Proof. Mapping a unit sphere by the square root of the
covariance matrix, Σ
1
2
i determines an ellipsoid whose prin-
ciple semi-axes rely on the eigenvalues of this matrix and
the orientation is related to the corresponding eigenvectors.
In order to represent this ellipsoid graphically, Mahalanobis
transformation can be used to eliminate the correlation be-
tween the variables and to standardize each variable with
variance [23], [24]. Therefore, a ellipsoid can be constructed
from the transformation of a unit sphere, according to the
inverse Mahalanobis transformation (10).
Next here, note the following intermediate result on approx-
imate scaling factor computation.
Lemma 3. The approximate scaling factor r can be computed
by
F prq “Pprq ´ ϕ˜
9F prq “ 9Pprq “
c
2
pi
exp
ˆ
´r
2
2
˙
`
exp
´
´ r22
¯
?
2Γ
`
3
2
˘ pr2 ´ 1q
(11)
Proof. Based on Lemma 2, the square of Mahalanobis distance
(scaling factor r) of the probable position pi,f to its mean µi
can be calculated by
r2 “ ppi,f ´miqTΣ´1i ppi,f ´miq (12)
Substituting the (9) and (10) into (12), we can obtain that
the magnified ellipsoid with ratio r relys on the chi-square χ2
distribution with a degree of freedom % “ 3, as shown in (13).
Prpr2 ď χ2%“3,pq “ ϕ˜ (13)
which can be represented by
Pr
`pai,f ´ µiqTΣ´1i pai,f ´ µiq ď r2˘ “ PrpuTu ď r2q
The confidence probability for an arbitrary ellipsoid with
any factor r is
Pprq “ PrpuTu ď r2q
“
¡
p2piq´ 32 exp
ˆ
u21 ` u22 ` u23
2
˙
du1du2du3
“ erf
ˆ
r?
2
˙
´
ˆ
r?
2
˙exp´´ r22 ¯
Γp 32 q
(14)
where
erfpxq “ 2?
pi
ż x
0
expp´t2qdt
is the standard error function, Γ is the gamma function. Given
the confidence level, the scaling factor of the ellipsoid can
be calculated by cumulative distribution function F prq and its
derivatives 9F pxq as (11).
Then, r can be solved by iterative Newton-based methods
based on Lemma 3. In fact, the confidence ellipsoids in
different confidence levels can be obtained, which form the
obstacle region Ii for the ith moving obstacle. In such case, the
scaling factor r “ 2.5003, 2.7955, 3.3682 when the confidence
level p “ 90%, 95%, 99%, respectively.
B. Chance Constraint
Assume there are no moving obstacles the host robot can
detect at the moment t. Checking whether there is collision
happening between the host robot and a moving obstacle i
requires to compute the minimum distance between the current
position of robot pptq and the collision region of the ith
moving obstacle Ii. Notably, pptq is part of the state variable
xptq. The collision condition of the host robot with respect to
the moving obstacle i at time t is defined as
Cti :“ tpptq | }pptq ´ pˆiptq} ď dsafe, pˆiptq P Iiptqu (15)
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where pˆiptq denotes the possible position of the ith obstacle in
time t, dsafe means the predefined safety distance between the
host agent and the moving obstacles, and } ¨ } is the Euclidean
norm. This condition means if pptq P Cti is satisfied, there
might be a collision happened between the host robot and
the ith moving obstacle. Since the predicted positions are
represented by a probability distribution, the predicted colli-
sion avoidance constraints can be formulated in a probabilistic
manner, which are so-called chance constraints:
Pr
`
pptq P Cti
˘ ď ϕ, i P Nno (16)
where ϕ is the probability threshold for the robot-obstacle
collision, the set Nno “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nou and no is the number
of moving obstacles the robot can detect. At this point, it is
pertinent to also state the following intermediate result.
Lemma 4. Given any matrix A and scalar b, for a multivariate
random variable Xptq corresponding to the mean µptq and
covariance Σptq, the chance constraint
Pr
`
ATXptq ă b˘ ď ϕ (17)
is equivalent to a deterministic linear constraint
ATµptq ´ b ě η (18)
where η “ a2ATΣptqA erf´1p1´ 2ϕq and ϕ is the prede-
fined allowable probability threshold of collision.
Proof. Given a univariate Gaussian random variable X „
N pµ, σ2q with known variance, according to the definition of
PDF, we have that PrpX ă 0q ď ϕ is equal to µ ě η, where
η “ ?2σ erf´1p1´ 2ϕq.
In terms of multivariate Gaussian random variable Xptq „
N pµptq,Σptqq at time t, set a univariate random variable Y ptq
is the perpendicular distance between the plane ATXptq “ b
and the point Xptq, and then the event ATXptq ă b is equal to
Y ptq ă 0. Based on the relationship between Y ptq and Xptq,
we have Y ptq „ N pµY , σY q, where µY “ ATµptq ´ b and
σY “
a
ATΣptqA. Here, PrpATXptq ă bq ď ϕ is equal to
PrpY ptq ă 0q ď ϕ. Applying the above result of univariate
Gaussian random variable Y ptq, we can obtain the µY ě η,
where η “ ?2σY erf´1p1´2ϕq. Therefore, (17) is equivalent
to (18).
Particularly key in our work here is the appropriately in-
teresting utilization of the notion of chance constraints, where
(as also mentioned earlier) the predicted collision avoidance
constraints can be formulated as chance constraints. Along this
line then, the following main result is of particular importance.
Theorem 1. The chance constraint (16) can be reformulated
as a deterministic linear constraint as
κTi ptq
`
pptq ´ΠIiptqppptqq
˘
ě
b
2κTi ptqΣptqκiptq erf´1p1´ 2ϕq (19)
where
κiptq “ pptq ´ΠIiptqppptqq}pptq ´ΠIiptqppptqq}
is the slope of the line connecting pptq and ΠIiptqppptqq and
is perpendicular to the tangent plane.
Proof. As mentioned in Section III-A, the obstacle region
Iiptq for any moving obstacle i at each time moment t can
be described as an ellipsoid according to its mean µiptq and
covariance Σiptq. Obviously, this ellipsoid region Iiptq is a
convex set. We can find a point pˆ P Ii which is the closest
point from the given position pptq of host robot. The closest
point can be represented in the projection form
pˆptq “ ΠIiptqppptqq (20)
where ΠIiptqppptqq :“ mint 12}pˆptq ´ pptq}2 | pˆptq P Iiu is
the projection of pptq onto Iiptq.
Then, the tangent plane over the closest point ΠIiptqppptqq
is perpendicular to the line from pptq to ΠIiptqppptqq, which
can be represented by
κTi ptq
`
pptq ´ΠIiptqppptqq
˘ “ 0 (21)
Therefore, the collision region can be enlarged as a half
space
Cˆiptq :“ tp | κTi ptq
`
pptq ´ΠIiptqppptqq
˘ ď 0u (22)
It’s obvious that the collision region Ii Ă Cˆiptq, thus
Pr ppptq P Iiptqq ď Pr
´
pptq P Cˆiptq
¯
. The original chance
constraints (16) can be relaxed as (22) and reformulated as
deterministic linear constraints (19), based on Lemma 4.
Remark 3. The closest point ΠIiptqppptqq can be calculated
by solving the following optimization problem:
minimize
y
py ´ pi,f qT py ´ pi,f q
subject to py ´ µiqTΣ´1i py ´ µiq ď r2 (23)
Obviously, if pi,f is inside Ii, then y “ ΠIiptqppptqq “ pi,f
and distance between the closest point and position of host
agent distpΠIiptqppptqq,pi,f q “ 0. Otherwise ΠIiptqppptqq “
y is on the boundary of Ii. This problem can be transformed
into a quadratic minimization problem, thus the Lagrangian
method can be used [25]. Define the Lagrangian function
L “ py ´ pi,f qT py ´ pi,f q`
λ
`py ´ µiqTΣ´1i py ´ µiq ´ r2˘ (24)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions are
BL
By “ 2py ´ pi,f q ` 2λΣ
´1
i py ´miq “ 0
BL
Bλ “ py ´ µiq
TΣ´1i py ´ µiq ´ r2 “ 0 (25)
Hence, the optimal solution y˚, i.e., ΠIiptqppptqq can be
obtained by solving (25) via gradient-based methods.
5
C. Problem Formulation
Based on the trajectory prediction and chance constraints
reformulation, we can interpret the probabilistic prediction as
deterministic linear constraints. Therefore, we can formulate
an MPC problem to find the (sub-)optimal control input
sequence to generate (sub-)optimal trajectory for the host
robot, while considering the obstacles’ future positions.
1) Dynamic Model: Here, we consider a nonlinear dynamic
model for an agent, which can be written as (26).
xk`1 “ fpxk,ukq, k P NN´1 (26)
where xk P Rn and uk P Rm denote the state variables
and control inputs of this dynamic model at time step k, f
represents the dynamics, NN´1 is the set of non-negative in-
tegers. This nonlinear dynamic model can be approximated by
a linear time-variant system model with time-variant matrices
At P Rnˆn and Bt P Rnˆm.
2) Constraints: Some physical limitations need to be con-
sidered when computing the optimal control inputs, where are
shown in (27).
xk`1 P X ,uk P U (27)
where X P Rn and U P Rm denote the bounded set of x and
u, respectively.
In order to avoid the potential collision with obstacles, the
reformulated chance constraints can be embedded as part of
the constraints of MPC problem, as (19).
For other static obstacles, the generated trajectory should
guarantee that the distance between current location and
obstacles is greater than the predefined safe distance dsafe, as
shown in (28).
||Lxk ´ Lxkobs|| ě dsafe (28)
where L is a linear operator to take out the position vector
from state vector x, xkobs is the position coordinates of the
nearest ith obstacle within the detection radius of this agent.
3) Cost Function: Define the stage cost function as
`pxk,ukq “ }xk}2Q ` }uk}2R (29)
where N is the prediction horizon, }xk}2Q “ xTkQxk,
}uk}2R “ uTkRuk, Q P Rnˆn and R P Rmˆm are weighting
matrices, and Q ą 0,R ą 0. The terminal cost is
`f pxN q “ }xN }2P (30)
where }xN }2P “ xTNPxN , P P Rnˆn is the penalty matrix,
and P ą 0. Then, we have the cost function is
Jpxptq, Uptqq “
N´1ÿ
k“0
`
`
xt`k|t,ut`k|t
˘` `f `xt`N |t˘ (31)
where Uptq “
”
uTt|t u
T
t`1|t ¨ ¨ ¨ uTt`N´1|t
ıT P RNm is
the sequence of control inputs over the prediction horizon N .
Therefore the following nonlinear MPC problem can be
formulated as a constrained finite horizon nonlinear quadratic
optimal control problem at time t as (32).
minimize
U
Jpxptq, Uptqq
subject to xt`k`1|t “ fpxt`k|t,ut`k|tq, k P NN´1
xt|t “ xptq
xt`k|t P X ,ut`k|t P U
κTi,k
`
xt`k|t ´ΠIi,k
`
xt`k|t
˘˘
ě
b
2κTi,kΣi,kκi,k erf
´1p1´ 2ϕq
||Lxt`k|t ´ Lxobst`k|| ě dsafe
xN P Xf (32)
where the terminal constraint region Xf is a polytope.
D. Stability Analysis
Ahead of the stability analysis suitably characterizing the
performance of the proposed methodology, the following as-
sumptions, definitions, and lemmas are introduced to provide
a sufficient condition to prove the stability. Here, we focus
on the conditions for the uniform asymptotical stability of the
origin of system (26) under the cost function (31), physical
limitation constraint (27) and terminal region Xf , with the
feedback control law.
Assumption 1. Consider the problem (32). If the initial
problem at time 0 is feasible, then the problem at time t is
feasible for all t ą 0. (It may be noted that this is a reasonable
assumption pertaining to the posed physical system being a
typical actual system where actual real-world solutions can be
admissible. This should be expected of typical actual systems.)
Definition 1. A continuous function V pt,xq is a locally
positive definite function, if V pt, 0q “ 0 and
V pt,xq ě γp|x|q,@x P Bd, t ě 0 (33)
where Bd is a ball centred in the origin with radius d, and
the function γp¨q is continuous and strictly increasing with
γp0q “ 0.
Definition 2. A function V pt,xq is decrescent with x P X ,
if there exists a function p¨q such that V pt,xptqq ď p|x|q,
where function p¨q is continuous and strictly increasing with
p0q “ 0.
Lemma 5. Consider the system (26) with Lxptq “ pptq,
and let a continuous function VN pt,xptqq be stated as the
value function. The origin of system is locally uniformly
asymptotically stable, if VN pt,xptqq is a local positive definite
function.
Proof. This is a rather fundamental and well-established re-
sult, and we state it ahead here (as a Lemma and intermediate
useful result) using the notation of our developments here.
In the interest of brevity and because of space constraints, the
reader is referred to the proof of the equivalent theorem which
is shown in full in [26].
Lemma 6. For the system (26), with the stage cost function
`p¨q and terminal cost function `f p¨q, the value function
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VN pt,xptqq is a decrescent function in the domain X for
xptq P X .
Proof. The value function is
VN pt,xptqq “
N´1ÿ
k“0
´››xt`k|t››2Q ` ››ut`k|t››2R¯` ››xt`N |t››2P
(34)
which can be rewritten as
VN pt,xptqq “
“
xT ptq UT ptq‰Ξ „xptq
Uptq

(35)
where the matrix Ξ P Rpn`Nmqˆpn`Nmq can be determined
by Q,R,P ,At,Bt. The components of uptq are bounded
since it is a solution of problem (32) and the set U is
compact. The same property can also apply to xptq. The partial
derivative of fpx,uq with respect to x and u are bounded, thus
matrices At,Bt are bounded. Therefore, VN p¨, ¨q is bounded
and we can always find a positive definite function p¨q
such that VN pt,xptqq ď pxq,@x P X [27]. According to
Definition 2, the value function VN pt,xptqq is a decrescent
function in the domain X for xptq P X . This completes the
proof of the result.
In the following, we use VN pt,xptqq as a Lyapunov function
to find a sufficient condition to prove the stability.
Theorem 2. Consider the system (26) with the terminal
constraint Xf “ 0, physical limitation constraint (27) and
the cost function (31). Let ∆VN pt,xptqq “ VN pt ´ 1,xpt ´
1qq ´ VN pt,xptqq, then the function ∆VN p¨,xp¨qq is a locally
positive definite function if
`pxt`N´1|t,ut`N´1|tq ă `pxt´1|t´1,ut´1|t´1q
´
N´2ÿ
i“0
››xt`i|t ´ xt`i|t´1q››2Q (36)
Then it follows that the origin of the closed-loop system is
uniformly, locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Recall that the value function at time t is
VN pt,xptqq “
N´1ÿ
k“0
´››xt`k|t››2Q ` ››ut`k|t››2R¯` ›››xTt`N |t›››2P
(37)
where ut`k,t with k “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1 is the so-
lution of the optimization problem at time t. The
state of the system at time t is xptq “ fpxpt ´
1q, ut´1|t´1q. At time t ´ 1, we have the solution U t´1 “”
uTt´1|t´1 u
T
t|t´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ uTt`N´2|t´1
ıT
. Set the sequence
Uˆ t “
”
uTt|t´1 u
T
t`1|t´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ uTt`N´2|t´1 uTt`N´1|t
ıT
which is feasible for the problem, and is obtained from U t´1
by removing ut´1|t´1 and adding ut`N´1|t. The function
∆VN pt,xptqq can be rewritten as
∆VN pt,xptqq
“
N´1ÿ
k“0
››xt`k´1|t´1››2Q ` N´1ÿ
k“0
››ut`k´1|t´1››2R
` ››xt`N´1|t´1››2P ´ N´1ÿ
k“0
››xt`k|t››2Q ` N´1ÿ
k“1
}ut`k´1,t´1}2R
´ ››ut`N´1|t››2R ´ ››xt`N |t››2P
“
N´2ÿ
k“0
´››xt`k|t´1››2Q ´ ››xt`k|t››2Q¯` ››xt´1|t´1››2Q
` ››ut´1|t´1››2R ´ ››xt`N´1|t››2Q ´ ››ut`N´1|t››2R
ě ´
N´2ÿ
k“0
››xt`k|t ´ xt`k|t´1››2Q
´` `xt`N´1|t,ut`N´1|t˘` ` `xt´1|t´1,ut´1|t´1˘ (38)
If the condition (36) holds, ∆VN pt,xptqq is a locally positive
definite function since the right hand side of (38) is positive
and bounded. Then, the function ∆VN pt,xptqq is a locally
positive definite function and it is a decrescent function based
on Lemma 6. According then to Lemma 5, the origin of the
system is uniformly asymptotically stable.
Remark 4. The condition (36) is established for the stated
nonlinear system above, and it directly leads to an additional
convex constraint to be embedded and incorporated in the
required MPC design and algorithm. With all of these in place
at this point, this then is an appropriate applicable stability
result for the methodology proposed here.
E. Proposed Algorithm
At time t, the cost function is optimized under the con-
straints in (32) to obtain the optimal control sequence Uptq.
It is worthwhile to mention that only the first control input
ut|t will be executed. Multiple shooting method [28] is used
to solve this nonlinear optimization problem with multiple
constraints (32). First, discretize the system dynamics and
constraints at each time t over a coarse discrete time grid
k “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N with sampling step ∆t. For each time t, a
boundary value problem is solved with imposing some addi-
tional continuity constraints. This problem can be expressed
as a nonlinear program which can be solved using sequen-
tial quadratic programming. The interior-point method or the
active set method can be applied to solve the corresponding
quadratic program [29].
Here, Algorithm 1 is used to obtain the optimal control
inputs at time t; thus the optimal control sequence can be
obtained. If there is no solution of this problem but solving
time tcomp is less than the predefined maximum computation
time limits tmax, a nonnegative slack vector Θk P Rnx will
be added to soften the inequality constraints [30], as shown in
(39).
Hxxt`k|t ď hx `Θk
Θk ľ 0 (39)
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where the symbol ľ means element-wise no less than 0, the
subscript ¨k denotes each step in prediction horizon of the
MPC problem with k P NN´1, and Hx,hx are arbitrary given
matrix and vector. The value of the slack vector relies on the
degree of associated acceptable violation of the constraints.
The slack vector Θ˜k can also be added in the equality
constraints to transform the equality constraints into tube-like
constraints, as shown in (40).
fpxt`k|t,ut`k|tq ´ Θ˜k ď xt`k`1|t ď fpxt`k|t,ut`k|tq ` Θ˜k
Θ˜k ľ 0 (40)
Moreover, the slack vector Θˆk can also be added to the cost
function as a scalar weight to ensure that the slacking is not
abused [30], as shown in (41).
minimize
x
N´1ÿ
k“0
´››xt`k|t››2Q ` ››ut`k|t››2R ` ρΘˆTk Θˆk¯
` ››xt`N |t››2P (41)
where ρ is the penalty of the slack vector.
Remark 5. Adding slacking vectors on control input con-
straints is not reasonable, as the inputs often originate from
an actuator which has hard limits constraining the force, torque
etc.
If there is no feasible solution or the computation time to
solve this problem tcomp exceeds the maximum computation
time limits tmax, a backup controller will be invoked, thereby
continuing the control progress. For example, a conservatively
tuned PID controller can be used which sacrifices performance
for relaxed constraints satisfaction. An alternative way is to
execute the control inputs at the upper/lower bound.
IV. CASE STUDY
Among all of the applications of trajectory generation, a
case study on a UAV system would certainly be an ideal
test platform for the 3D trajectory generation problem, since
trajectory planning typically need to work in 3-dimensional
state space with multiple degrees of freedom and multiple con-
straints due to its dynamical characteristics and physical limits
in a typical UAV application. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed method, a UAV (quadcopter) system is used
as an application test platform for trajectory generation in this
section.
A. Plant Model
The world coordinate system W and the robot body coor-
dinate system B are shown in Fig. 1, where xW , yW , zW are
three dimensions in the world-fixed frame and xB , yB , zB are
in the body-fixed frame. As shown in Fig. 1, each quadcopter
is equipped four rotors. For each rotor, there are a vertical force
due to the rotation of the rotor and a moment perpendicular
to the plane of the propeller rotation. Therefore, there are
four vertical force F1, F2, F3, F4 to overcome the gravity and
drive the quadcopter. The dynamic model of a quadcopter can
be represented by (42) with neglecting the aerodynamic and
gyroscopic effects [31].
Algorithm 1 Numerical procedures for nonlinear MPC prob-
lem at time t with chance constraints
1: Initialize state vector of the agent x0; Initialize the number
of repeats nrep “ 1; Set both of the maximum number of
repeats nset and the maximum computation time tmax to
the reasonable values.
2: Compute the initial value of the cost function by (31).
3: for k “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1 do
4: Compute xt`k`1|t based on xt`k|t using (26).
5: Generate the constraints of the physical limitations by
(27).
6: Generate the constraints of collision avoidance to mov-
ing obstacles by (19).
7: Generate the constraints of collision avoidance to static
obstacles by (28).
8: Generate the additional constraint based on the stability
condition (36).
9: end for
10: Compute the cost function by (31).
11: Solve the nonlinear MPC problem (32).
12: if There exists a solution then
13: return control sequence Uptq
14: else
15: Add slack vectors on these constraints and cost func-
tion.
16: nrep “ nrep ` 1.
17: Go to line 11.
18: end if
19: Compute the computation time collapse tcomp.
20: if nrep ą nset or tcomp ą tmax then
21: Turn on the backup controller.
22: end if
yaw
pitchroll
Fig. 1. Model of the quadcopter.
9pptq“ Rpφ, θ, ψqTvptq (42a)
9vptq“ ´ωptq ˆ vptq ` gRpφ, θ, ψqe` eT {m (42b)
9ζptq“W pψ, θ, φqωptq (42c)
9ωptq“ J´1p´ωptq ˆ Jωptq ` τ q (42d)
Here, (42a) models the position of quadcopter in the world
coordinates p “ “px py pz‰T P R3; (42b) is to represent
the velocity of the quadcopter in three dimensions v ““
vx vy vz
‰T P R3; ζ “ “φ θ ψ‰T P R3 denotes three
angles, roll, pitch and yaw, respectively; The angular velocity
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in three dimensions is represented by ω “ “ωx ωy ωz‰T P
R3; e “ “0 0 1‰T P R3; τ “ “τx τy τz‰T P R3 repre-
sents the torques of the quadcopter in each dimension; g is the
gravitational acceleration; m is the mass of this quadcopter; T
denotes the total thrust; J “ diagpJx, Jy, Jzq P R3ˆ3 denotes
the moment of inertia of the quadcopter; and Rpψ, θ, φq P
R3ˆ3 denotes the rotation matrix of the quadcopter (fuller
details in [31]).
The rotor thrusts of the four rotors are chosen as control
inputs, i.e., uˆ “ “F1 F2 F3 F4‰T P R4, and then we
have the relationship between individual thrusts and individual
torques which is expressed by (43).»——–
T
τx
τy
τz
fiffiffifl “
»——–
´1 ´1 ´1 ´1
0 ´L 0 L
L 0 ´L 0
´c c ´c c
fiffiffifl
»——–
F1
F2
F3
F4
fiffiffifl (43)
where L is the distance from the rotor to the center of gravity
of the quadrotor and c is a constant that relates the rotor
angular momentum to the rotor thrust.
Define the state vector as
x“ “px py pz vx vy vz φ θ ψ ωx ωy ωz‰T
“ “pT vT ζT ωT ‰T P R12 (44)
The dynamic model of a quadcopter can be formulated by
the form of 9x “ fpxq ` B˜uˆ. Let uˆ “ ueq ` u with uˆ P R4,
where ueq “
“
mg
4
mg
4
mg
4
mg
4
‰T
is used to overcome the
gravity of the quadcopter. Therefore, the quadcopter system
can be represented by (45).»——–
9p
9v
9ζ
9ω
fiffiffifl “
»——–
Rpφ, θ, ψqTv
´ω ˆ v ` gRpφ, θ, ψqe
W pφ, θ, ψqω
J´1p´ω ˆ Jωq
fiffiffifl` B˜pueq ` uq (45)
Due to constraints of space, more details of the matrix B˜ P
R12ˆ4 refer to [31].
B. Model Linearization
The expression (45) is nonlinear and time-variant, so the
state-dependent coefficient factorization [32] is used to handle
and address the nonlinear dynamics. The resulting state-space
expression can be expressed by (46).
xk`1|t “ A˜txt`k|t ` B˜pueq ` ut`k|tq (46)
Since A˜t and B˜ are dependent on the current state x, this
state-space representation is a pseudo-linear form, and then
we can suitably consider the system matrices to be constant
during the prediction horizon. The full details of the matrix
A˜t P R12 are shown in Appendix A. The control design
focuses on ut`k|t. When ut`k|t “ 0, the quadcopter lies in
an equilibrium situation as A˜txt`k|t ` B˜ueq “ 0.
C. Problem Formulation
According to the aforementioned analysis, a nonlinear MPC
problem with chance constraints at time t can be formulated
as (47).
minimize
u
Nÿ
k“0
››xt`k|t ´ xreft`k››Q ` N´1ÿ
k“0
››ut`k|t››R
subject to xt`k`1|t “ A˜txt`k|t ` B˜pueq ` ut`k|tq›››pt`k`1|t ´ pobs,j››› ě dsafe
´pi ď φ,ψ ď pi, ´pi
2
ď θ ď pi
2
v ď vt`k`1|t ď v
u ď ut`k|t ď u
κTi,k`1
´
pt`k`1|t ´ΠIi,k`1
´
pt`k`1|t
¯¯
ě
b
2κTi,k`1Σi,k`1κi,k`1 erf
´1p1´ 2ϕq››xt`N´1|t ´ xreft`N´1››2Q
` ››ut`N´1|t››2R ď $
@j P Nns Y Nno , @i P Nno (47)
where xref t`k denotes the reference states at the step t ` k
which can be planned by some path planning algorithms [33],
such as A*, D* Lite, HLT*, RRT, etc., pobs,j is the position
vector of static obstacles, the set Nns “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nsu and ns
is the number of ith static obstacle, v,u and v,u are the lower
and upper bounds of velocity and control input limitations for
this UAV, $ is given by
$ “ ››xt´1|t´1 ´ xreft´1››2Q ` ››ut´1|t››2R
´
N´2ÿ
i“0
››xt`i|t ´ xt`i|t´1››2Q ´ e (48)
with e ą 0 [34]. Remarkably, the last constraint of this
problem (47) represents the stability condition (36).
D. Simulation Results
Parameters of this quadcopter are shown in Table I. All of
the simulations are implemented in Python 3.7 environment
on a PC with Intel i5 CPU@3.30 GHz.
1) Inference Results of Trajectory Prediction: The input
feature of vBGMM is the Chebyshev coefficients of the
trajectories in the past and future. The dataset includes 1000
planned trajectories with 3D positions ppx,py,pzq in the
3D clustered environment with multiple static obstacles. The
Chebyshev approximation is used in all these trajectories to
obtain the input data in the feature space, i.e., coefficients of
this approximation ax,ay,az . We split these trajectories with
history partition with a length of 70% and future partition
with a length of 40%. There is a length of 10% overlapping
segment between history and future trajectories snippets. The
total data set is divided into a training set and a test set
with 875 and 125 trajectories. Experimental results show that
the Chebyshev approximation performance is better when the
degree of freedom of this approximation is set to 4, which
9
Fig. 2. Training and testing results of trajectory prediction ((a): results of
training process; (b): results of testing process).
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Fig. 3. The change of variational lower bound and difference of variational
lower bound during iterations.
results in the feature space with a dimension of D “ 15.
The initial number of mixing components K is set to 30.
The parameters of the prior distribution for the vBGMM are
β0 “ 1, α0 “ 1, ν0 “ 5, and the initial mean vector m0 and
precision matrix W0 are set to the mean of training data µpXq
and covariance of training data ΣpXq. Here, X means the
training data. The allowable probability threshold of collision
ϕ is set to 0.05.
The training and testing results are shown in Fig. 2 with the
root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of 1.681. The small RMS
error indicates that the vBGMM can effectively learn and infer
the predictive posterior distribution.
The variational lower bound can be used to monitor the
convergence and check the correctness of variational inference
process. The maximization of the variational lower bound in-
dicates a good estimation of the posterior distribution. At each
step of the iterative re-estimation process, the lower bound will
not decrease. Our prediction result of the variational lower
bound is shown in Fig. 3. The stopping criterion in terms of
the variational lower bound difference is set to 10´12.
The number of mixture components K can be automatically
decreasing due to the sparsity property of variational approx-
imation. The sparsity performance can be illustrated by the
value of weighting factor α˜k, as shown in Fig. 4. According
to Fig. 4, the number dominant components decreases from
the initial value of 30 to 7.
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Fig. 4. Weighting factors in each component after training.
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Here, we just take one predicted trajectory as an example to
show the predictive performance. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the
prediction trajectory which consists of means of the predicted
position with uncertainties.
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Fig. 7. Trajectories generated in 3D environment with probabilistic predic-
tion.
2) Results of the Nonlinear MPC Solution: In this simula-
tion, there are ten static random obstacles and three moving
obstacles, as shown in Fig. 7. According to this figure, such
a control method can track the reference trajectory with
small tracking errors except for collision avoidance. When
tracking the reference trajectory, avoiding the obstacles based
on prediction should also be satisfied for the UAV. In this
simulation, the computation time limit tmax is set to 0.2 s. The
average of solving time tcomp in each sampling time t during
the whole running process is about 0.08 s.
In Fig. 8, the perturbations of positions represent the larger
tracking errors in three dimensions x, y, z, which illustrates
the collision avoidance behaviours of the UAV to the static
obstacles and moving obstacles. Compared with the results of
nonlinear MPC controller without the probabilistic prediction
(magenta line), the tracking errors due to avoidance of moving
obstacles with probabilistic prediction are smaller and the
time when the UAV test platform starts to avoid the moving
obstacles is certainly earlier. This indicates that the prediction
process can effectively help to avoid the collision more accu-
rately and prepare to avoid potential collision measurably in
advance.
During generating the trajectories, the constraints of control
inputs should be satisfied, as shown in Fig. 9. In this figure,
all control inputs are constrained in the predefined bounded
range r´2, 2s N. Besides, constraints of velocity also need
to be satisfied. In Fig. 10, it is obvious that the velocity
in each dimension x, y, z are successfully confined into the
given range r´5, 5s m/s and the angular velocities in three
dimensions are illustrated in the right column of this figure.
As aforementioned, the shortest distance between the current
position of the host UAV and the nearest static obstacle should
be no less than the predefined dsafe “ 2 m, as show in Fig. 11.
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the distance from the robot to the
three moving obstacles when doing probabilistic prediction
by vBGMM and not doing prediction, respectively. The pink,
green and yellow dotted line represent the distance to the first,
second and third moving obstacles. Note that if the distance
to the moving obstacles is greater than 10 m, the distance will
cap at 10 m. Compared with the results of nonlinear MPC
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Positions and tracking errors in three dimensions with
probabilistic prediction and without prediction ((a): comparison of positions;
(b): comparison of tracking errors; blue line: with prediction; magenta line:
without prediction); dark dash line: reference trajectory.
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Fig. 9. Control inputs with probabilistic prediction.
controller without prediction in Fig. 13, it can be observed that
the risk of future collision will be higher (without prediction).
If there are some fast-moving obstacles, in the methodology
without prediction, the probability of collision will be much
higher; while the nonlinear MPC method with prediction
can foresee the future probabilistic trajectory and avoid the
obstacles as soon as it is detected by the UAV, instead of
encountering violation of the shortest safety distance condition
(without prediction).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a suitably interesting concept of a chance-
constrained nonlinear MPC approach with probabilistic pre-
diction is proposed to generate trajectories for appropriate
agents in a cluttered and unknown environment, and also
in the presence of the parametric uncertainty and sensor
noise. Variational inference is used to infer the parameters
of the prediction distribution of future trajectory; and chance
constraints are formulated based on the prediction results and
reformulated as deterministic linear constraints by enlarging
the ellipsoid collision region into half space. Then, this
nonlinear MPC problem embedded with collision avoidance
linear chance constraints is designed and solved iteratively
by an optimization approach. Simulation results on a rather
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Fig. 10. Velocities and angular velocities in three dimensions with proba-
bilistic prediction.
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Fig. 11. The shortest distance to the nearest static obstacle with probabilistic
prediction.
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Fig. 12. Distance to the three moving obstacles with probabilistic prediction.
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Fig. 13. Distance to the three moving obstacles without probabilistic
prediction.
appropriate test-case of a quadcopter system show that our
formulation of this nonlinear MPC method (integrated with
chance constraints based on the probabilistic prediction) can
very effectively reduce the risk of potential future collision
and avoid the obstacles accurately while meeting all of the
other typical environmental and physical constraints.
APPENDIX A
MATRIX IN QUADCOPTER MODEL
Matrix A˜t in (46) is given by
A˜t “
»——–
0p3,3q RTp3,3q 0p3,3q 0p3,3q
0p3,3q Ap3,3q Bp3,3q Cp3,3q
0p3,3q 0p3,3q 0p3,3q W p3,3q
0p3,3q 0p3,3q 0p3,3q Dp3,3q
fiffiffifl
where Rp3,3q “ Rpφ, θ, ψq, W p3,3q “W pφ, θ, ψq, 0p3,3q is a
3-by-3 zero matrix. The block matrices Ap3,3q, Bp3,3q, Cp3,3q
and Dp3,3q in A˜t are shown as below.
Ap3,3q“
»– 0 ωz2 ´ωy2´ωz2 0 ωx2ωy
2 ´ωx2 0
fifl
Bp3,3q “
»—– 0 ´g
sθ
θ 0
g
cθsφ
φ 0 0
g
pcθ`1qpcφ´1q
2φ g
pcφ`1qpcθ´1q
2θ 0
fiffifl
Cp3,3q “
»– 0 ´ vz2 vy2vz
2 0
vx
2´vy2 vx2 0
fifl
Dp3,3q “
»—– 0
pJy´Jzqψ
2Jx
pJy´Jzqθ
2JxpJz´Jxqψ
2Jy
0 pJz´Jxqφ2JypJx´Jyqθ
2Jz
pJx´Jyqφ
2Jz
0
fiffifl
APPENDIX B
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF THE QUADCOPTER MODEL
Table I shows the values of parameters used in the quad-
copter dynamic model in Section IV-A.
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